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The enclosed information is being transnitted by Mississippi Power &

Light in response to an informal request for information from your Core
Performance Branch. the enclosure addresses the effect of using

prepressurized fuel in the transient analyses discussed in Grand Cult FSAR
Chapter 15.0 and will also clarify a previous response to the NRC in our
letter AEClf-81/400 dated October 19, 1981.

If you have any questions or require further information please contact
this office.
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BRANCH: Core Performance

CONCERN: Provide the effect of prepressurized fuel on the transient
analyses previously performed using non-prepressurized fuel.

RESPONSE: The primary effect of an increase from one to three atmospheres
fuel prepressurization is to increase the thermal conductance
between the uranium dioxide fuel pellet and zircaloy cladding
and correspendingly reduce fuel temperatures. The improvem2nt
in gap conductance is primarily due to the higher inventory of
helium in the fuel rod which reduces the effective dilution of
the helium with lower conductivity fission gases.

The net effect of prepressurization on core transient analysis
is a reduced thermal time constant which results in a faster
conversion of nuclear energy to core voids and a termination of
the nuclear transient sooner due to negative void reactivity
feedback. The same reduction in thermal time constant or
improved gap conductance results in relatively more transient
thermal energy being deposited in the water in a shorter period
of time, thereby, potentially increasing the change in CPR.

The loss of feedwater heating transient (Grand Gulf's most
limiting transient) is quasi-steady state having a long
transient development time. The reduced thermal time constant
will become encompassed in the long transient icvelopment time
and reduce the effect on small CPR changes. The transient
would then become more dependent on the thermal power monitor
setpoint. The use of prepressurized ever non-prepressurized
fuel for this type of transient is therefore of little
consequence.

i For a pressurization transient that has a shorter transient

j development time, the reduced thermal time constant will add
slightly more thermal energy to the water in a short amount of
time and will have more effect on the overall CPR. The change
in CPR for this type of transient results in less than 0.01
increase for prepressurized over non-prepressurized fuel.

i
However, since the loss of feedwater heating transient is the'

limiting transient for the Grand Gulf Nuclear Station, another
analysis for this one event was performed using the revised gap
conductance for the prepressurized fuel. The results of this
analysis provided a CPR reduction of 0.12 from the operating

( MCPR of 1.18. The MCPR from this transient with prepressurized

| fuel will still remain at or above 1.06.
|

| A reduction in the thermal time constant due to prepressurized

| fuel will also tend to reduce the overall core stability.
However, for the core stability calculations discussed in Grand
Gulf FSAR Chapter 4 a core average gap conductance of 1000

2STU/HR-Ft -*F was used which conservatively envelopes the
increased gap conductance of 680 BTU /HR-Ft2_oF from
prepressarized fuel. Therefore, the results of the core
stability calculations will not change.
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